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The income squeeze has seen total volumes fall and prompted trading down. Better-for-you and plant-based NPD hold potential moving forward.

Volume sales in the market fell in 2023, as household finances remained under pressure, continuing to boost the appeal of home cooking. The income squeeze also prompted trading down within the category, with ready-to-cook, frozen and ambient segments gaining share from chilled ready meals.
Report Content

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Opportunities for the ready meal and ready-to-cook food market

• Cater to those wanting to eat more plant-based foods
• Promote end-to-end dine-in experience to drive interest in meals
• Being nutritionally complete signals good value for one in three consumers

Market dynamics and outlook

• The five year outlook for ready meals and ready-to-cook foods
  - Graph 1: retail value and volume sales of ready meals and ready-to-cook foods, 2019-23
  - Graph 2: leading brands’ sales in the chilled ready meals market, 2020/21-2022/23

Key market drivers

• HFSS location restrictions adopted, volume promotion ban postponed
• Media spotlight on ultra-processed foods
• Sustainability predicted to be a higher priority going forward

What consumers want and why

- Graph 3: types of ready meals and ready-to-cook foods eaten, 2021-23
- Graph 4: choice factors for ready meals/ready-to-cook foods, 2023
- Graph 5: factors that signal good value in ready meals/ready-to-cook foods, 2023
- Graph 6: behaviours related to ready meals and ready-to-cook foods, 2023
- Graph 7: attitudes towards ready meals/ready-to-cook foods, 2023

Innovation and marketing

- Graph 8: share of vegan, vegetarian or plant-based claims among total prepared meal launches, 2018-23

• Plant-based NPD in the ready meal category
• Brand extensions remain a key NPD trend
• Economy launches gain share, premium ones hold their ground
• Adspend falls, recent activations support natural and better-for-you positioning
MARKET DYNAMICS

Market size
- Graph 9: retail value and volume sales of ready meals and ready-to-cook foods, 2019-23

Market forecast
- Graph 10: retail value sales of ready meals and ready-to-cook foods, by segment, 2010-14

Market segmentation
- Graph 11: retail value sales of ready meals and ready-to-cook foods, by segment, 2021-23
- Graph 12: retail volume sales of ready meals and ready-to-cook foods, by segment, 2021-23

Market share
- Graph 13: retail sales of leading brands in chilled ready meals, by value, 2020/21-2022/23
  - Charlie Bigham’s leads in chilled, Wasabi enjoys strong growth
- Graph 14: retail sales of leading brands in frozen ready meals, by value, 2020/21-2022/23
- Graph 15: retail sales of leading brands in ready-to-cook foods, by value, 2020/21-2022/23
- Graph 16: retail sales of leading brands in ambient ready meals, by value, 2020/21-2022/23

Macro-economic factors
- Graph 17: GDP, 2021-23
- Graph 18: CPI inflation rate, 2021-23
  - Interest rates will rise in importance over the remainder of 2023 and into 2024
- Graph 19: ‘have you been affected by any of these issues over the last two months? Please select all that apply’, 2023
- Graph 20: Consumer Price Index for ready-made meals, all food and restaurants and cafes, 2016-23
- Graph 21: the financial wellbeing index, 2016-23
- Graph 22: the financial confidence index, 2016-23

Social, environmental and legal factors
- HFSS location restrictions adopted, volume promotion ban postponed
- HFSS impact will not be felt equally within category
- Post-Brexit checks on imports delayed for the fifth time
  - Graph 23: how often people try to eat healthily, 2018-22
- Salt reduction remains on the health agenda
  - Graph 24: attitudes towards what makes ready meals/ready-to-cook foods more trustworthy, 2022
- Home cooking poses a long-term threat
- Economising behaviours will dampen return to foodservice
- Sustainability predicted to be a higher priority going forward
  - Graph 25: meat eating habits, 2022
WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Usage of ready meals and ready-to-cook foods
- Graph 26: types of ready meals and ready-to-cook foods eaten, 2021-23
  • Chilled ready meals continue to prove most popular
- Graph 27: frequency of eating ready meals and ready-to-cook foods, 2023
- Graph 28: usage of ready meals and ready-to-cook foods at least once a week, by age, 2023
- Graph 29: occasions for eating ready meals/ready-to-cook foods, 2023

Choice factors for ready meals and ready-to-cook foods
- Graph 30: choice factors for ready meals/ready-to-cook foods, 2023
  • Familiarity remains key element for solo and family dinners
  • Better-for-you attributes are widely sought
  • Recent NPD offers cues for highlighting vegetables
  • Time saved by not cooking from scratch is a key selling point
  • Spotlight the processes to communicate the time saved

Factors that signal good value in ready meals and ready-to-cook foods
  • Being nutritionally complete and keeping diners fuller for longer are top signals of good value
    - Graph 31: factors that signal good value in ready meals/ready-to-cook foods, 2023
  • Nutritional completeness enjoys strong value image
  • One in three see nutritionally complete meals as good value
  • Huel and BOL offer inspiration for nutritionally complete messaging on-pack
  • Nutritionist-approved positioning can boost consumers’ confidence
  • Five-a-day claims are widely seen to signal good value
  • Staying fuller for longer is a key indicator of value
  • Use high-fibre and protein callouts to drive fuller for longer connotations
  • The Gym Kitchen and Belvita offer inspiration

Behaviours related to ready meals and ready-to-cook foods
- Graph 32: behaviours related to ready meals and ready-to-cook foods, 2023
  • Provide ‘safe adventure’ for those who want to try something new
  • In-store communication is pivotal in fostering a sense of newness...
  • …with particular challenges for the frozen aisle
    - Graph 33: consumers who agree that it is difficult to find what they want in the ready meals/ready-to-cook foods aisle, by being in a rush when shopping for the meals, 2023
  • Shopper-facing packaging design remains crucial
  • Social media drives purchasing for the under-35s
  • Promoting end-to-end dining experience has potential to drive engagement with meals
• Promote end-to-end dine-in experience to drive interest in meals
• Pre-dinner nibbles offering something new should chime

Attitudes towards ready meals and ready-to-cook foods
  - Graph 34: attitudes towards ready meals/ready-to-cook foods, 2023
• Cater to those wanting to eat more plant-based foods
• Plant-based offering warrants more visibility
• Plant-based meals can win over current non-buyers to ambient
• Bring ambient ready-meals into the lunchtime aisle
• Plant-based meals and generous portions will appeal at lunch

INNOVATION AND MARKETING TRENDS

Launch activity and innovation
  - Graph 35: share of vegan, vegetarian or plant-based claims of total prepared meal launches, 2018-23
• Retailers launch veggie-forward ranges
• Meat substitute brands launch plant-based ready meals
  - Graph 36: prepared meal launches by storage type, 2019-23
• New plant-based launches in the ambient aisle
• Brand extensions remain a key NPD trend
• High-profile brand extensions in frozen see Heinz launches ‘One Pan’ dinners...
• ...and frozen ready meals suitable for vegans
• Strong Roots enters the frozen ready meal category
• Allplants makes retail debut
• Myprotein brings an exclusive range to Iceland
  - Graph 37: share of prepared meals launches with high-/added-protein, low-/no-/reduced-fat, weight and muscle gain and diet/light claims, 2018-23
• Sainsbury’s Flourish range focuses on positive nutrition
  - Graph 38: premium and economy claims’ share of prepared meals launches, 2018-23
• Economy and premium ready meal launches

Advertising and marketing activity
  - Graph 39: total above-the line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on ready meals, by advertiser, 2020-23
• Charlie Bigham’s launches summer giveaway via Instagram
• Football legends promote M&S Eat Well, Play Well campaign
• Sainsbury’s supports Flourish range launch with drive-through
• New rules on the advertising of HFSS food and drink to come into force in 2025
APPENDIX

Supplementary data
• Selected categories and products scoring four or more points face HFSS restrictions

Supplementary data: advertising and marketing activity
• Total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on ready meals*, by advertiser, 2020-23**

Supplementary data: market segmentation
• Ready meals and ready-to-cook foods market segmentation

Supplementary data: market share
• UK retail sales of leading brands in chilled ready meals, by value, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading brands in chilled ready meals, by volume, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading manufacturers in chilled ready meals, by value, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading manufacturers in chilled ready meals, by volume, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading brands in frozen ready meals, by value, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading brands in frozen ready meals, by volume, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading manufacturers in frozen ready meals, by value, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading manufacturers in frozen ready meals, by volume, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading brands in ready-to-cook foods, by value and volume, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading manufacturers in ready-to-cook foods, by value and volume, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading brands in ambient ready meals, by value, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading brands in ambient ready meals, by volume, 2020/21-2022/23
• UK retail sales of leading manufacturers in ambient ready meals, by value and volume, 2020/21-2022/23

Market forecast data and methodology
• Market forecast
• Market forecast and prediction intervals (value)
• Market forecast and prediction intervals (volume)
• Forecast methodology

Report scope and definitions
• Market definition
• Market definition continued
• Abbreviations and terms

Methodology
• Consumer research methodology
• Nielsen Ad Intel Coverage